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Average age
Female class percentage
Number of states represented

GRADUATION DEGREE ANALYSIS

25 years
35
15

Average test scores:
GRE
GMAT
CAT
XAT

303
657
88
91

B.Com

B.Sc

B.Tech

B.E

BAF

BBA

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND

Accounting & Finance
Economics
Engineering
Digital Marketing
Electronics & Communication
Life Sciences
Maths

BMS
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WORK EXPERIENCE

GENDER-WISE BREAKUP

Male

Female

Global Management Programme

Fresher
More than 3 years

GMP PARTNERS

0-1 year

1-2 years

2-3 Years

Charishma Puli
B. Tech (Mechanical Engineering) - Chaitanya Bharathi Institute
of Technology, Hyderabad
SPJIMR - Brandeis IBS - MS (Business Analytics)
Interned at Pebble Sierra as Marketing Associate and worked for
Unacademy as an Educator. Later joined as a Management Trainee in
a startup called Xlant Infra Pvt Ltd., while helping the firm. Concurrently, completed a certification course at Harvard Business School Online
in Business Analytics. Furthermore, currently volunteering for Harvard
Business School Online as their Global Chapter Team Member.
Languages known: Hindi, Telugu and English
Hobbies and Interests: Gardening, learning new things and travelling

Mansi Thumbar
B. Tech (Computer Engineering) - LDRP Engineering College, Ahmedabad
SPJIMR - Brandeis IBS - MS (Business Analytics)
Worked in a small start-up for six months as an intern in Android
developing. Worked for 2 years in TCS as a software developer, on
the American Express Bank project. While working as a Java developer, a part of the whole project and seeing how the entire project is
being taken care of by seniors, routed me to pursue MBA.
Languages known: Hindi, Gujarati and English
Hobbies and Interests: Swimming, cooking, reading and travelling
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Hobbies and Interests: Restaurant exploration, Trivia Collection,
Gaming
Languages known: English, Hindi and Assamese
Hobbies and Interests: Learning and reading articles on AI (Artificial
Intelligence) and ML (Machine Learning), current affairs and watching docuseries. Enjoy travelling, likes to play badminton and cricket

Kshitij Arvind Singh
BE (Mechanical Engineering) - B.M.S College of Engineering, Bangalore
SPJIMR - EBS - MS (General Management)
Worked briefly in a start-up based in Bangalore as a Market Research
Analyst. Worked for 2 and a half years as an Assistant Engineer in
BCML. Job role at BCML included handling and analyzing various
sections in the sugar mill such as syrup extraction, processing, boiler
and power unit, and after production waste handling.
Languages known: Hindi, Bhojpuri and English with limited Kannada
listening and speaking skills. Currently learning German
Hobbies and Interests: Football, self-defense, singing, cooking, writing
and travelling

Rutanshi Shah
Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA) - Ahmedabad University,
Ahmedabad
SPJIMR - EBS - MS (General Management)
A 2020 pass out, worked for less than 11 months in 4care India as a
marketing executive, designing campaigns for brand visibility,
strengthening the company’s brand image, making healthcare
products accessible and cost-effective. On a later stage had the
opportunity to intern with Byju’s India as a marketing intern generating leads through better product positioning. Cultured with art
and its subjective perspectives. Have been a theatre artist who has
been performing since school days, having represented the university at national and state-level competitions. Having a core interest in
marketing, will be pursuing a masters in management with specialization in marketing.
Languages known: English, Hindi, Gujrati and learning German
Hobbies and Interests: Reading and swimming

Aditya Jha
B. Tech (Electronics and Telecommunications Engineering) - RAIT,
New Mumbai
SPJIMR - EBS - MS (Finance)

Worked with Byju's as a Business Development Associate. Interned at
Mahindra and Mahindra, Citibank and JPMorgan.
Languages known: Hindi, English and Maithili
Hobbies and Interests: Swimming, reading, singing

Zeal Raichura
Ranked 3rd among Indian B-Schools and 36th in the world by Financial Times

Cost & Management Accountant (All India Rank 44) – Institute of Cost
& Management Accountants, Kolkata
SPJIMR - EBS - MS (Finance)

Part of Unilever’s Executive Trainee Programme’ 18 exploring five
diverse roles in five months. Then went on to work with Unilever as a
P2P Finance Analyst for United Kingdom & Ireland geographies. In
charge of the P2P process for vendors based out of UK&I. Looked
after the high-level management reporting for the geography and
collaborated with segment vice presidents on process-reengineering and led its execution. Was also a key contributing member for
several projects - AppZen Implementation, European FP&A Automation and also a trained Mental Health Champion (peer support).
Volunteered as a mentor & educator with Bhumi, an NGO focusing
on overall wellbeing and development of young children especially
the girl child.
Languages known: English, Hindi, Gujarati
Hobbies & Interests: Reading, Theatre, amateur running enthusiast,
aspiring newscaster
Global Management Programme

Alok VS
Masters (MSc) in Economics - Madras School of Economics, Chennai
SPJIMR - EBS - MBA (General Management)
Started my career as a Decision Scientist at Mu Sigma Inc. working as
a data science consultant with a fortune 10 insurance company.
Worked with various teams (marketing, analytics, underwriting etc.) to
create end to end solutions; from problem identification all the way to
process automation. Joined Treebo Hotels next as a Product Analyst
and worked with all the different function groups in the company
(including setting up the SEO reporting, creating the negative ad-word
identification process, identifying locations for marketing banners
etc). Also, worked with Rizort Inc. as an Associate Product manager,
designing and maintaining the pricing engine and was primarily in
charge of pricing and maintaining the website catalogue.
Languages known: English and Malayalam
Hobbies and Interests: Listening and playing music and engaging in
stimulating conversation

Anubhav Giri

Ranked 3rd among Indian B-Schools and 36th in the world by Financial Times

B.Sc. (Life Sciences) - Delhi University, New Delhi
SPJIMR - EBS - MBA (General Management)

Running 2 startups since 2018, managing operations and marketing
across Delhi, NCR. Have organised a lot of events across India and
was a part of World Book Fair 2019, Delhi. Have been exposed to
politics at various levels and hence connected with a lot of people.
To make this ability more professional and business oriented, decided to join GMP. Also play poker and have won various tournaments
in India, as well as outside.
Languages known: English and Hindi
Hobbies and Interests: Music, playing keyboard, video games and
travelling

Arvind Amul Prabhu
B.E. (Electronics and Telecommunication Engineering) - Mumbai
University
SPJIMR - EBS - MBA (General Management)
Worked as Assistant Manager for forty-five months, with Reliance
Retail Limited. Was handling logistics for Pan India stock movements
across different formats (Digital, Trends, Footprint, M&S, Imports and
Reliance Foundation). Areas of work include Business partner
onboarding, freight negotiations, route planning and network optimization, handling day to day operations and business partner payment
clearance. Was part of the JioMart launch and was involved in fulfillment of JioMart warehouses. During graduation, was outdoor sports
secretary and Event Designer for the IETE Committee. Won first prize in
project exhibition at NCERT 2017 conference for successfully prototyping 3-Axis CNC router using Arduino Uno, at minimal cost.
Languages known: English, Hindi and Marathi
Hobbies and Interests: Dancing, cooking and trekking

Manivannan P

Ranked 3rd among Indian B-Schools and 36th in the world by Financial Times

B.E (Electrical and Electronics) - Panimalar Engineering College, Chennai
SPJIMR - EBS - MBA (General Management)

For 3 years, worked as an operations engineer at a gas-based power
plant called Lanco, where was responsible for gas turbine start up,
shutdown, normal operation, monitoring and maintaining plant
parameters, taking corrective action in the event of an emergency,
and condition monitoring of gas turbines and auxiliaries. And was
also a member of the internal energy audit team, which focused on
reducing plant power consumption.
Languages known: Tamil and English
Hobbies and Interests: Playing badminton, watching movies

Tanmay Tiwari
B.E. (Hons) Chemical Engineering - BITS PILANI, Goa
SPJIMR - EBS - MBA (General Management)

Worked as an intern in Century Rayon for 6 months on waste management and zinc recovery from Effluent Treatment Plant. Worked for 3
years in various education sector firms as a Chemistry Faculty and a
business development associate. Have a keen interest in Sustainable
Development.
Languages known: Hindi, English, Bengali, German
Hobbies and Interests: Football, Running, Singing and playing guitar

Samantha Sawan

Ranked 3rd among Indian B-Schools and 36th in the world by Financial Times

EPGDBM (Workforce Management) - Symbiosis International University,
Pune
SPJIMR - IESEG - MS (Business Analysis & Consulting)

Worked with Wipro for 5 years as a Market Research Analyst. Worked
as an extended arm for the Global Business Unit Sales team (Industrial and engineering services) by supporting them with research
studies, product analysis, industry trends, competitor, customer
insights relevant to the existing or potential deals. BBA in marketing
from Graphic Era University and EPGDBM in workforce management
from Symbiosis International University.
Languages known: English, Hindi and Nepali
Hobbies & Interests: Travelling, dancing, photography, vlogging and
baking

Swaroopa Chintaman Joshi
B. Tech (Mechanical Engineering) - Shri Guru Gobind Singhji’s Institute
of Engineering and Technology, Nanded
SPJIMR - IESEG - MS (Business Analysis & Consulting)

A Mechanical Engineering Graduate with close to 4-year work experience. Worked at TCS as a financial consultant in Oracle domain for ERP
solutions. Worked for IHCL as a Financial consultant and ERP trainer
for INDIA and UAE region. Interned at TATA motors and developed an
exhaust part in TATA SAFARI vehicle in Pune. Conducted technical and
cult fests at SGGSIE&T. Worked as a tutor for unprivileged students in
NGOs and schools in association with TCS.
Languages known: Marathi, Hindi, English, German, French
Hobbies and Interests: Loves to travel, read and cook. A core music
enthusiast. Enjoys singing and playing instruments

Abhinav Gupta

Ranked 3rd among Indian B-Schools and 36th in the world by Financial Times

EPGDBM (Workforce Management) - Symbiosis International University,
Pune
SPJIMR - IESEG - MS (International Business)

Worked with Wipro for 5 years as a Market Research Analyst. Worked
as an extended arm for the Global Business Unit Sales team (Industrial and engineering services) by supporting them with research
studies, product analysis, industry trends, competitor, customer
insights relevant to the existing or potential deals. BBA in marketing
from Graphic Era University and EPGDBM in workforce management
from Symbiosis International University.
Languages known: English, Hindi and Nepali
Hobbies & Interests: Travelling, dancing, photography, vlogging and
baking

Aditi Gupta
Masters in Operational Research - Hansraj College, New Delhi
SPJIMR - IESEG - MS (International Business)

A fresher, Post Graduate in Operational Research from University Delhi
in the year 2020. Worked as Data analyst on various projects like
predicting the probability of a borrower defaulting on a vehicle loan,
predicting the expected sales of a commodity store. Volunteered as a
member in Women Development Cell, National Social Scheme department of Daulat Ram College, Self Defense campaign organized by
North Delhi Police and as a coordinator during the 9th International
Conference of Quality, Reliability, Infoco Technology and Business
Operation, Department of Operational Research.
Languages known: English and Hindi
Hobbies and Interests: Sketching, watching movies and travelling

Davuluru Srikar Vamsi

Ranked 3rd among Indian B-Schools and 36th in the world by Financial Times

BTech (Electrical and Electronic Engineering) - Amrita Vishwa
Vidyapeetham, Bangalore
SPJIMR - IESEG - MS (International Business)

Worked as a Marketing executive in Srinivasa Sales & Services Pvt.
Ltd., an authorized service dealer company of Cummins India Ltd.,
for 17 months. Interned at TVS Training & Services, Chennai on
applications of IOT in Industries and also in Vijayawada Thermal
Power Plant Station (VTPS). Published an IEEE paper on “Performance analysis of PID controller for Path Planning of a Quadcopter”.
Served as a Joint Secretary of IEEE Power & Energy society and
Industry Applications society and also actively involved in social
activities held in undergraduate.
Languages known: English, Telugu, and Hindi
Hobbies and Interests: Dancing, listening to music, playing
badminton, travelling and solving sudoku

Sunakshi Jain
Bachelor of Management Studies (BMS) - Shaheed Rajguru College of
Applied Sciences for Women, New Delhi
SPJIMR - IESEG - MS (International Business)

A fresher, graduated in 2021 from University of Delhi with a few
months’ internships in Sales and Marketing with MyCaptain, an online
live learning platform. Also, been the campus ambassador of MyCaptain at undergraduate level. Have also served in the school student
council team for a period of six years.
Languages known: English and Hindi
Hobbies and Interests: Basketball, solving sudoku, cooking

Aakash Jain M

Ranked 3rd among Indian B-Schools and 36th in the world by Financial Times

B. Tech (Information Technology) - MNM Jain Engineering College,
Chennai
SPJIMR - IESEG - MBA (General Management)

Worked on an event management start-up called "EventBuddy"
along with a classmate while pursuing bachelors and handled
end-to-end operations such as sourcing, planning, and executing for
various corporate and high-profile wedding events. Later worked
with Infosys as a software engineer for a tenure of 3 years for
US-based clients such as MetLife Inc. and DTCC in the insurance and
financial domains respectively. Worked as a part of the application
development and maintenance team and developed automation
scripts.
Languages known: Hindi, English, and Tamil
Hobbies and Interests: Playing outdoor team sports, listening to
music, and debating. Has a keen interest in entrepreneurship and
capital markets

Jason Tychicus Wesley
B.E (Electronics and Communication) - Loyola College, Chennai
SPJIMR - IESEG - MBA (General Management)
“JACK OF ALL TRADES” - Filmmaker, writer, editor, orator, dancer,
sports enthusiast, movie buff, gamer, stand up fan and now on course
to become a business leader. Worked as a Business analyst/ Assistant Software Engineer for four years in Tech Mahindra. Was part of the
Canadian Telecom Giant Rogers. Passionate story-teller and digital
content creator. Has created many award-winning short films, documentaries and Ad Films. Plans to start his own Media Production
company in the future. A bit of a Language Enthusiast as well.
Languages known: English, Hindi, Gujarati and Tamil. Understands
Punjabi and Malayalam quite well and is trying to learn French as well
Hobbies and Interests: Idolizes Roger Federer, Ricardo Kaka and Rahul
Dravid and is a huge sports enthusiast. Also plays multiple sports
including Cricket, Football, Basketball, Tennis, Table Tennis and
Badminton. Zonal Level champion in E- sports (Counter strike) and
darts as well.

Rupesh Kumar

Ranked 3rd among Indian B-Schools and 36th in the world by Financial Times

B. Tech (Electronics and Control) - Sathyabama University, Chennai
SPJIMR - IESEG - MBA (General Management)

Worked as Software Developer for almost two years in Cognizant
Technology Solutions. Prepared for UPSC Civil Services Exams and
reached up to Interview stage twice. Worked as an Assistant Manager in IDBI Bank and Credit Officer in Bank of India for a combined
period of 4 years.
Languages known: Hindi, English, and Kannada
Hobbies and Interests: Reading good books, playing badminton and
chess

Satya Prakash
Bachelor of Technology - Silicon Institute of Technology, Bhubaneswar
SPJIMR - IESEG - MBA (General Management)
Completed BTech in Applied Electronics and Instrumentation Engineering from Silicon Institute of Technology, Bhubaneswar. During
college, got the opportunity to represent the branch in two national
level project competitions, Hackathon and Bharat Innovation Summit
out of which we reached the finals in one of the competitions. Led the
team in various projects at the college level and paper presentation in
which we stood second. Have worked on C, C++, Unity (Virtual reality
and android), Basic knowledge of Java.
After college, joined the family business, led the marketing and tender
department and handled the company’s stock market portfolio. During
the tenure, the firm was able to achieve significant success in various
fields. An aspiring entrepreneur in the renewable energy sector. Was
also a part of an anti-tobacco awareness campaign at state level.
Languages known: English, Hindi, Oriya, Bengali, Bhojpuri
Hobbies and Interests: Gardening, reading fictional novels, writing
fictional stories, dancing
Ranked 3rd among Indian B-Schools and 36th in the world by Financial Times

Luv Singh
B. Tech (Civil Engineering) - Symbiosis International University, Pune
SPJIMR - NBU - MS (Digital Business and Innovation)

Worked with Infosys Ltd, Bengaluru (HQ) for more than 3 years and
published an international paper on ResearchGate platform.
Worked as a DevOps engineer for an Australian client Telstra Limited
on an O2A business process. Certified Agile Practitioner, Robotic
Automation Program along with Design Thinking Primer. Insta
Award Winner for providing client solutions to mitigate risk. ‘A’
grade certificate achiever in United Nation’s Rio 20+ conference on
sustainability development to present the roadmap. As part of social
responsibility worked for the NGO ‘Abhyudhay’.
Languages known: Hindi and English
Hobbies & Interests: A Numismatic, write blogs on Medium, cryptocurrency enthusiast, grooves on EDM music, trekking, boxing

Saumya Jain
BBA (Communications) - FLAME University, Pune
SPJIMR - NBU - MS (Digital Business and Innovation)

Graduated in 2019, with a Digital Marketing major from FLAME University, Pune. Interned at Treefrogs Communications and assisted with
creative requirements and social media solutions for clients. Created
digital content programming and branded content as a client servicing
intern at BookMyShow. Conducted research around the businesses
surrounding the Ganga in Varanasi. Curated content for social media
handles, website and communication pieces i.e., emails, posters etc
to boost participation in university fest. Also volunteered with an NGO
working on creating awareness for education for three years.
Languages known: English, Hindi and basic French
Hobbies and Interests: Likes to doodle, read and stay active

Sheik Shameem

Ranked 3rd among Indian B-Schools and 36th in the world by Financial Times

B.E. (Automobile Engineering) - PSG College of Technology, Tamil Nadu
SPJIMR - NBU - MS (Digital Business and Innovation)

Interned at Bosch Limited, Bangalore in their Technical Centre under
Bosch Automotive Solutions. Have done a project for Bosch Limited
on ‘Development of electronic systems for nitrogen dosing into
climatic chambers based on oxygen level’. Have published an international journal on ‘Advanced safety system for automobiles
through vehicle-to-vehicle communication using LiFi’. A member of
the Society of Automotive engineers. Organized an event ‘Skit on
Read to Lead’ by the Book Readers Club during the Coimbatore Book
Festival 2016. Part of a professional dance team called ‘Team 21’ for
four years.
Languages known: English and Tamil
Hobbies & Interests: Dancing, playing basketball, sketching, hearing
soft rock and techno, watching drama movies

Udit Ratan Kashyap
B.E. (Chemical Engineering) - Assam Engineering College, Guwahati
SPJIMR - NBU - MS (Digital Business and Innovation)

4.5 years of experience in Accenture as a DevOps - Cloud Engineer
serving many international clients. Experience in Retail, Fintech,
Banking and Conglomerate domains such as BestBuy, Wendy’s, ING,
Astra, etc. Areas of work included end-to-end solutions and server
architecture for development and operations following the agile and
SAFE agile methodology. Have been part of Robinhood Army chapters
for academic and food drives.
Languages known: English, Hindi and Assamese
Hobbies & Interests: Dancing, playing football and hiking

Pranaav MK

Ranked 3rd among Indian B-Schools and 36th in the world by Financial Times

Bachelor of Commerce (B. Com) - Loyola College, Chennai
SPJIMR - NBU - NBU - MS (Financial Management)

Worked for nine months in Citibank as an operations assistant under
the North-American operations of credit cards. Have done internship in companies namely EID-Parry, India & Sugal & Damani
Stock-Broking Ltd. Also has been the President of the Entrepreneurship Development cell (EDC) at the undergraduate level. Took part in
Scouts & Guides during my schooling and have attended camps in
Ooty. An active participant in social activities.
Languages known: Hindi, English & Tamil
Hobbies & Interests: Dancing, Cricket, Basketball & trekking. Have
keen interest in stock markets globally, spends time alone by writing
poems & an avid sports enthusiast

Tarun Jain H
Bachelor of Commerce (B. Com) - Bhagwan Mahaveer Jain College,
Bangalore
SPJIMR - NBU - MS (Financial Management)
Worked with Guru & Jana, a CA firm in Bangalore, as an article trainee
for eleven months after completing CA-IPCC. Chose to be a part of the
audit team, as wanted to learn and gain more knowledge on how
financials of a company are prepared and also understand about the
different internal processes followed by different companies. Have
worked on many internal audits, where we had to verify and report on
the internal controls of the company. Also, have worked on a few
statutory audits during my article-ship.
Languages known: English, Hindi and Kannada
Hobbies & Interests: Travelling, playing football, gaming and listening
to music

Namrata Motiramani

Ranked 3rd among Indian B-Schools and 36th in the world by Financial Times

B.E(Electrical Engineering) - L. D. College of Engineering, Ahmedabad
SPJIMR - NBU - MS (Global Strategies & Sustainability)

Having 3 years of work experience in the power industry, served as a
Class-II officer in a State-owned Power Distribution Company. Was
posted in HT Cell and was responsible for catering to the power
supply needs of all the industrial and bulk consumers situated in
seven districts of Central Gujarat, India. Prior to this, was engaged
with Torrent Power Limited as an Executive Engineer, Special Project,
where has worked extensively on system improvement. Is an active
part of the NGOs, Smile and Invincible.
Languages known: English, Hindi, Gujarati, Sindhi and a little Dutch
Hobbies and Interests: Reading, painting, watching movies, and
exploring new places

Parakh Pushkar
B. Tech (Electrical and Electronics Engineering) - VIT University, Vellore
SPJIMR - NBU - MBA (General Management)

An engineer by education and an Analyst by trade at Deloitte USI.
Worked as Data Analyst for Deloitte Audit providing services in the
realm of financial auditing and assurance. Worked on multiple fortune
500 clients based in the US and Canada.
Languages known: Hindi and English
Hobbies and Interests: Writing poems, raiding streaming services,
listening and playing music

Samridhi Agarwal

Ranked 3rd among Indian B-Schools and 36th in the world by Financial Times

BBA Honors (Finance specialization) - Christ University, Bangalore
SPJIMR - NBU - MBA (General Management)

Worked in BCG for 3 years as a part of the Data and Research
Services team and aligned to the Corporate Finance and Strategy
Practice area. Has a start-up which focuses on home-décor, accessories and sustainable and accessible fashion choices.
Languages known: English and Hindi
Hobbies and Interests: Yoga, Travelling, Dancing and Baking

